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The Sun Above Me Never Sets has many of the hallmarks of recent 
Sakha cinema. A stunning, remote location that is as much a 
protagonist as the human characters; a reckoning with tradition and 
inheritance; a contemplative philosophical tone; non-professional 
actors performing with sensitivity and style. The plot is also 
typically pared-back: young wannabe social media star Altan (Ivan 
Konstantinov) is begrudgingly sent to tend his uncle’s fur farm on 
an island in the far north of the Republic. While contending with 
intermittent electricity and internet, he realises that the island has 
another inhabitant – elderly widower Baibal, who asks him to fulfil 
his final request, to be buried alongside his much-missed wife. As 
a tender relationship develops between this odd couple, both men 
learn that the real value of life lies in being open to its many small 
wonders. 

In keeping with the film’s interest in chance encounters and 
hidden potential, the path that led Lyubov Borisova to direct 
the film, her feature debut, was circuitous and fortuitous, yet 
seemingly inevitable – and it has a lot to tell us about the Sakha film 
phenomenon. Borisova – who, like so many Sakha directors to have 
made a name for themselves, has no formal film training – had been 
working in a bank for six years when she was given the chance to 
make two short, in-house films. With advice from her brother, she 
finished both in the course of a single weekend in her apartment – 
after which “it was impossible”, in her words, to go back to work as 
before. 

In the Sakha film’s unique ecosystem of shared roles, impromptu 
collaborations, and on-the-job training, she started to take on work: 
script assistant, edit producer, assistant producer. She worked on 
television series, documentaries, and fiction features. The relative 
lack of a strict hierarchy in the Sakha industry meant that she had 
soon developed relationships with leading figures from the recent 
wave of commercial and critical success stories, including director 
Eduard Novikov (The Lord Eagle) and cinematographer Semyon 
Amanatov. To hear Borisova herself describe it, her career has been 
driven by chance encounters and contingencies the likes of which 
only an open- and community-minded film culture like Sakha’s can 
foster. For instance: she came to work on Vladimir Makarov’s Kerel 
when she happened across the crew in a studio she was working in 

and offered to help them with the editing process. 

Even The Sun Above Me landed in her lap in a roundabout way. 
Amanatov had been shooting a documentary in the far north, 
and mentioned to Sakhafilm studio head Dmitry Shadrin that the 
location would be perfect for a fiction feature; Shadrin, looking to 
finance a more commercially-minded production than the festival-
friendly chamber dramas that had made Sakha film’s reputation, 
asked Borisova to workshop some ideas; her proposal, to adapt 
and update a story by Sakha author Nikolai Luginov, was eventually 
approved and offered to her as a first full-blown directing job. 

Luginov’s story The Stone Mouse is set in Soviet times and 
concerns an old man grieving his lost wife and daughter. Borisova 
takes this aspect of the source material wholesale, but adds a 
contemporary twist through the new protagonist of Altan, with 
his social media obsessions. The timelessness of the story is thus 
emphasised, while at the same time allowing the film to resonate 
more readily with a young, domestic audience familiar with both 
local tradition and global trends. The choice of actor for Baibal was 
self-evident: Stepan Petrov, a retired driver and mechanic who 
had stunned audiences and critics with his debut performance 
in Novikov’s The Lord Eagle. Petrov’s kindly demeanour, and the 
depth of experience and grief that runs beneath it, are perfectly 
suited to the role. As Altan, Ivan Konstantinov – the latest in 
Sakha film’s increasingly long line of impressive non-professional 
debutantes – brings a believable mix of credulity, frustration, and 
enthusiasm to the table. 

As intended, The Sun Above Me was a commercial success, as well 
as garnering positive reactions on the festival circuit, and Borisova 
seems well set to continue her impressively polymath career on 
her own terms. Still, as she herself has said, the primary motivation 
in Sakha film is not financial: “We don’t work for the sake of red 
carpets, even though walking down them is obviously nice. And 
we don’t do it for the money either, since our cinema doesn’t have 
much. For me, cinema is a cauldron into which you and your crew 
throw your time, soul, and love – and when the film is up on the 
screen, the audience can feel that love.”
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